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fn order to speak of the pedagogy of Clare, we must first consider a

I problem of terminology. This is because "pedagogy," understood as a
Iscience of education, a science of personal formation, is a modern word.
It is not that pedagogy did not exist long before the KII century: Sainr
Augustine, for example, speaks of it; but pedagogy as we understand it today
is a modern science. As a result, we can only speak about the pedagogy of
Saint Clare in the widest sense. We cannot attribute to Clare any
"pedagogical project" as we would understand that phrase today. What we
can do, however, is to examine any terms connected with the concept which
we today call 'pedagogy'which would have had validity and meaning in the
time of Clare and are part of our modern understanding of the word.

Penance

The first term to reflect upon, although it seems a long way from
"pedagogy," is that of penance. This word is fundamental for Clare and
Francis who, as we know, chose it instead of the word "conversion". In the
introduction to his Testament, he says:

The Lord garze me, Brother Francis, thus to begin doing penance in this
way: for when I was in sin, it seemed too bitter for me to see lepers. And

'Typed from a talk given at a formation meeting in a Poor Clare house.
The Italian text has been revised by the author
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the Lord himself led me among them and I showed mercy to them. And
when I left them, what had seemed bitter to me was turned into sweetness
ofsoul and body. And afterwards I delayed a litde and left the world (l-3).

For Francis therefore, penance is synonymous with conversion: to
begin to do penance exactly coincides with the beginning of conversion. "To
leave the world" is the technical term by which hagiographical writers
describe that moment of abandoning secular life and entering a monastery,
or embarking on monastic life.

Let us now try to take a step backwards. What did penance mean in
the time of Clare and Francis? Why did Francis choose this word? In the
New Testament, "conversion" meant a change of life, of mindset, of heart.
In the Gospel of Marlq Jesus's very first words are: "Be converted and
believe in the Gospel because the Kingdom of God is at hand" (1, l5).
Metanoia is a word meaning conversion or change.

The first extension in its meaning came when the first generation of
Christians began to turn to the Gentiles: be converted, that is, change your
attitudes, change your hearts ... because the Kingdom of God is at hand. To
the pagans as well they said: change your religion, believe in the
proclamation of the Gospel.

The second point of change was when society as a whole became
Christian, in the sense that with Constantine I, Christianity became the
accepted religion and later, under Theodosius, the state religion, and people
began to baptise infants instead of adults. At this point, what did conversion
mean? What was it? St. Jerome wanted to retain this sense of an invitation
from Jesus to change our lives and so he translated rnetAnuia, ?ruetanleite by
the expressior poenitentinrn agite, that is "do penance." Modern translations
have: be conyerted, but the translation of the Vulgate remained the official
version for the whole of the Middle Ages. In this sense, rherefore, the two
terms of "conversion" and "do penance" were absolutely slmonymous at the
time of Francis.

In order to explain this better, it is necessary to add that the term
"conversion" (conaersio) retained two meanings in medieval Latin. The first
meaning implied, naturally, a change of religion, tlre passage, for example,
from Judaism to Christianity. The second meaning meant entering into
religious life, leaving the world, the beginning of monastic life. The Lrft of
Saint Anthony, written by Athanasius is the prototype of this model. At a

time when people no longer spoke of conversion for everyone, then
conversion was an indication that the more radical life of the Gospel had
been chosen.
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It is clear that in the Testaruen, "to do penance" is placed in tension
with "to leave the world." The problem is that Francis never "left the world"
in this sense; he never entered a monastery, he never became either a monk
or a priest. In the case of St Bernard, who was originally a feudal lord and
who then changed his way of life and became a monk, there was an evident
change of status-the whole point of conversion-and it was exact and
definable. With Francis, however, the matter is more complicated than for
other saints. The biographies themselves seem in difficulties because they
had to speak about frt lrfr, conaersion urud corudact, and they never manage to
say exacdy when Francis's conversion took place, when was the precise
moment of change.

You might say that the conversion of Francis went on all his life.
There is that beautiful saylng of Francis, after the Stigmata, that he wanted
to "begin again." "Brottrers, let us begin to serve the Lord God, because up
to now we have done notling and profited nobody!" (lCel 103). This shows
that Francis did not think he had ever come to the end of the road of
conversion, but rather that always he remained open to it.

In any case, Francis does not use the tetrrn conuersion. It is Clare, in
her Testarnenf, who says, speaking of him: "A litde after his conversion" (25).
Francis prefers the term: to do penance, which is, if I can put it that way,
more of a lay term. It explains his situation better, his situation as a man who
had become a penitent, but not a monk. This is so, even though there is no
doubt but that the spiritual significance of this term is an inner change
arising from a meeting with the Lord. In dris sense, Francis of fusisi is a
typical man of penance. We can say that all through his life he wanted to do
penance, and by penance he meant the ongoing responsibility of profound
personal renewal-a profound personal renewal opening onto full
enlightenment.

And here we are beginning to come to the point: what is pedagogy
about? Today, when we speak about pedagogy, we are no longer speaking
about the problem of children, but about personal formation at every age

with the aim of a full realisation of potential. So, there is no doubt but that
penance was the way in which Francis thought about living tlis personal
search.

There is a rabbinical exegesis on a text from Genesis: And God said:
"Let us make man in our own image and likeness ... God created man in his
image, in the image of God he created him: male and female he created
them." (1,26-27) The rabbis, who had tlris clear conviction that in the Bible
there was neither a word too many nor a word too few, asked themselves
why the first time it was written: in the image and likeness, and afterwards
only: in his image. They replied that this was because mankind is already the
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image of God but rnatt becorne the likeness of God. What a beautifirl ideal
The image is an ontological given, something constitutive of being human,
but to become the likeness of God is the fruit of an inner choice, the fruit of
a change, ofa journey.

So, what does this penance mean for Francis? It is the road which
leads us to freedom so that we become the likeness of God, so that we define
our lives in the likeness of God. We have that very well-known text from the
Firx Rule, with the invitation to the brothers to address others:

Whenever it pleases them, all my brothers can announce this or similar
exhoration and praise among all peoples with the blessing of God:

Fear and honor,
praise and bless,

give thanla and adore
the Lord God Almighty in Trinity and Unity,
Fal"lrer, Son and Holy Spirit,
the Creator of all.
Do penance,

performing worthy fruits of penance
because we shall soon die. (RegNb )O(I 1-3)

And in the next chapter we have the exhortation about how to act
towards the brethren, that passage which begins "Love your enemies"

QOtrI,1) and which continues:

And let us hate our body with its vices and sins, because by living according
to the flesh, the devil wishes to take away from us the love ofJesus Christ
and eternal life and to lose himself in hell with everyone else. Because, by
our own fault, we are disgusting, miserable and opposed to good, yet
prompt and inclined to evil, for, as the Lord says in the Gospel: From the
heart proceed and come evil thoughts, adultery fornication, murder, theft,
greed, malice, deceit, licentiousness, eflvfr false witness, blasphemy,
foolishness. All these evils come from within, from a person's heart, and

these are what defile a person. (RegNb )Oil 5-8)

For Francis, the exhortation to penance is precisely an invitation to
construct liberty out of our slavery, because our real slavery is in our hearts,
the slavery of living only for immediate satisfaction. We are all more or less

caught up in consumerism. The world around continually repeats: "Yowneed
this and this" and "happiness lies in satisfring all your needs." It is easy to
show that we are not set free by searching for happiness in immediate
satisfaction, because such happiness is only transient. Out of immediate
satisfaction, another need is born, and so on. We live in a society that is
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unsatisfied, and therefore unhappy, victimising, problematic. Men and
women do not know how to be happy nor how to give happiness, because
the meaning of happiness which comes from things is always itself a
problem.

The idea of penitence, on the other hand, is that of freedom from
needs, he very opposite of the search for satisfaction at all costs. In other
words, penitence is the road to liberty. Francis also quotes the famous
passage from the Letter of St Paul to the Galatians:

When Christ freed us, he meant us to remain free. Stand firm, therefore,
and do not submit again to the yoke of slavery. It is I, Paul, who tell you
this: if you allow yourselves to be circumcised, Christ will be of no benefit
to you at all. (...1 You were called, as you know, to liberty; but be carefirl or
this liberty will provide an opening for self-indulgence. Serve one another,
ratlrer, in works of love. (Galatians 5 , l-2,L3)

So, the problem is the call to liberty, and this liberty is, for Francis,
primarily freedom from oneself. Now, this is exacdy the material of
pedagogy: the problem offreedom and ofpenitence. Certainly, the freedom
of distance from oneself is not enough. St Paul says this clearly: everything is
in order to live through love, because if someone is totally detached but
without love, it profits them nothing. Detachment is one way to freedom,
but not itself freedom. It is a way.

Given the choice of penance as a way to freedom with the aim of
realising our call to become the likeness of God beyond that of being in
God's image, then we come upon a problem. What relationship is possible,
or should be, between this personal choice and spiritual guidance? By
guidance we mean that accompanylng presence of someone who acts as a
guide, as a support, as an elder brother or sister? We see it most clearly
when we look at Francis and Clare. In his Testament Francis continually
repeats: "The Lord revealed to me...."'And after the Lord gave me
brothers, no-one showed me what I should do, but the Most High Himself
revealed to me how I was to live according to the form of the holy Gospel."
(14) "The Lord revealed to me that we should say this greeting: The Lord
give you peace!" (23) For Francis then, personal choice is in the foreground.
In his option for a life of penitence, the reference point is this direct rapport
of his whole person with the Lord.

For Clare, too, the point of reference is obviously the Lord. She
took care to underline inher Testarnent: Francis, who was our pillar and our
only consoladon after God,. (14) Yet in her writings it is also true that Clare
does not hide the fact that historically her relationship with the Lord was
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mediated to her, humanly speaking, by her meeting with Francis. She
underlines this in everyway possible.

Let us approach the writings of Clare in the same way, beginning
with the famous passage in Chapter X of the Rule.

The abbess shall admonish and visit her sisters and correct them with
humility and charity, nor commanding them anything against their soul and
the form of our profession. (X.1)

This first phrase is interesting because it is taken from the kglo
Bullata of Francis, although, taken literally, it seems that Clare made a
mistake when she says that 'the abbess shall admonish and visit her sisters'.
Visit has far more meaning for the Minister of the friars who had to travel
from one convent to another, but the abbess ... where did she go to visit? It
is a curious word, a strange thing! Perhaps she means that it must be she
who makes the first move towards the sister. (Let her) correct them with
humility and charity, not commanding them anything against their soul and
the form of our profession. Here she quotes exacdy from Francis's Regula
bullata.

The sisters who are subject, however, must remember that they have
renounced their own will for the love of God. Therefore let them be firmly
committed to obeying their abbess in everything which they have promised
the Lord to observe and which is not against their souls and our profession.

The abbess indeed, shall have towards them such familiarity that they can
speak and deal with her as ladies do with their servants, because this is how
it should be, that the abbess is rhe servant of all the sisters.

So I admonish and exhort in the Lord Jesus Christ, that the sisters should
keep themselves from all pride, vainglory jealousy, greed, care and
preoccupation with this world, from detraction and murmuring ... (RegCl
x.2-6)

This passage too is taken literally from the Rule of Francis (X, 3-8)
but Clare goes on to add some words which are extremely interesting to us
because they indicate what things she considered particularly important.
Side by side with othe cares of this world, detraction and murmuring" she
adds "discord and division." She had experienced this danger within her
community. Then she adds: 'Let theme each be careful to preserve among
themselves the unity of mutual charity which is the bond of perfecrion."
This is the usual translation, but the Latin says rnufiiae dilectionis, md d.ilectio
mean real affection. Carius is a theological word; dile*io is an affective one.



She places the stress on a twofold reality proposed by Francis and
taken up by Clare: on the one hand senice presides; on the other we have
the obedience of those who are subject. The language is feudal, speaking
about a lady and her maid servants, her handmaids. We know that CLre wai
a lady in the feudal sense of the word, one who sent Pacifica and Bona di
Guelfuccio off on pilgrimage on her behalf, or to do good works in her
name (cf. Proc 1.1, 4). They were in her service. However it is very
interesting to note how when Clare says that relationships within the
monastery should be the opposite of this-namely that those who are
subject should have such familiarity with the abbess that they could treat her
as a lady treated hs1 5srv2nts-5he was saylng something very precise,
something which turned the social roles upside down. San Damiano was a
family, but a family "in reverse" in which the "lady" who had to be in
charge, that is the abbess, was, on the contrary, dre servant. We are in much
the same situation as with Martha and Mary in the Rule for Hermits. In the
Process this service of the one who presides is continually re-affirmed. One
quotation will be enough:
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God chose her as the morher of the virgins, as the first and principal abbess
of the Order, so that she guarded the flock and strengthened the other
sisters of the Order with her example in the goal of the holy Order. She was
certainly most diligent about encouraging and protecting the sisters,
showing compassion toward the sick sisters,. She was solicitous about
serving them, humbly submitting herself to even the least of the serving
sisters, always looking down upon herself. (Proc 6.2)

Throughout her life, Clare's attitude was one of putting herself at
the service of everyone including those who served outside.

Service - obedience
In all this talk of total service (and it is important to underline total

on the part of the one who presides) it is striking, of course, that there is a
corresponding obedience, equally total. "The sisters who are subject, then,
shall remember that they have renounced their own will for the love of
God." To renounce your own will for God is a very strong expression!
Obedience is clearly a total obedience. Clare re-afErms it many times in her
own regard. In the Testantent, for instance, she will speak of obedience to
Francis:

With what eagerness and fervour of mind, therefore, must we keep the
commandments of our God and our father Francis, so that, with the help of
the Lord, we may return to him an increase of his talent! (TestCl 18)
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Clare's whole life was one of obedience to God and to Francis, but
it was also a "special" obedience. Franciscan obedience took the traditional
monastic obedience of renouncing one's own will but strongly underlined its
boundaries, so that it contained nothing contrary to their souls and to their
profession, to the rule. This amounts to saying: obedience does not exclude
personal responsibility. You must not obey if, in all conscience, it goes

against the good of your soul. These are strong words which we have

already seen in the story of Clare and which were certainly especially
underlined by Francis. Francis was the first to use the image of the corpse (cf
LM M,4)-obedience in the hands of the superior must be total, doing
whatever they asked 'as long as it be not contrary to the salvation of their
soul and the rule which we have professed'. The decision is made by the one
who must obey. Francis leaves the one who must obey with a strong sense of
responsibility. In the following generations this was to cause a whole series
of problems because the Franciscans sought to apply just such a principle to
the life of the Church. (fhe Franciscans were among the first to develop the
idea of Papal infallibility as a fundamental rule, as long as the Pope did not
ask anything against their soul and against the Gospel.)

Between Francis and Clare, we see this understanding of obedience
very clearly. In the beginning, Clare was extremely obedient to Francis,
although she did not renounce serious debate with him in certain cases. We
have three episodes of some "difficulty" in the rapport between Francis and
Clare, which we cannot ignore.

The first is three years after her conversion when Francis suggested

that Clare become abbess. The Legend says that out of humility, Clare did
not want to accept (12). However, her objections seem to be more
substantial than this. If assuming the tide of abbess meant, as seems very
probable, tlrat she also adopted the Rule of St Benedict, Clare did not want
her community of San Damiano to become like that of the monastery of San

Paolo delle Abbadessa which she had left three years earlier. This is no
minor matter! Clare "resisted" Francis because it was one of those occasions
when he went against "our profession" namely, the profession of poverty.
The Abbess of San Paolo certainly had no such poverty. In fact it seems that
the monastery was the second largest local land-holder after the bishop. And
when did Clare agree to obey Francis? She tells us: after she had obtained
the Priuilege of Poaerty from Innocent III. In other words, she obeyed at that
point when she had secured the original intention of her vocation. FIer
objection was not about being abbess in itself. If Francis told her that she

must preside over the other sisters, then that was fine; for obedience she

would even become a superior! The problem for Clare was that through
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obedience she would have been going against the original profession ofher
vocation. In this case, Clare says No!

The other episode, equally famous, was the problem of the bed.
Clare had made herself a bed of vine prunings, even for when she was ill.
Francis had to insist that at least she add a litde straw (cf LegCl 17). Here
we are confronted with two different ideas of penance. Francis was a man of
penance in the fullest meaning of that word, because he was a man who was
detached from himself, even detached from his own body, but he never did
anything to procure suffering. Certainly he did not look after himself, he did
not sleep or slept very little, he did not eat or ate very litde, adding ashes to
his food to make them unappetising, but his mortification was focused on his
greed, not on his food. Clare, however, made herself ill by her efforts.

The difference seems a subde one, although in reality it is
profound. Francis's penance was never self-punishing; he was detached from
himself but did himself no harm. At its most extreme, Francis's detachment
from himself carried him into situations of far greater discomfort than the
bed of vine prunings on which Clare slept! The problem was not the gravity
of the thing itself, the problem was the fact that Clare was making herself ill.
There is a periscope in the Legend. of Perugia (suppressed in the Fioretti)
about the Chapter of Mats when Francis was so angry at his discovery of
iron bands and scourges (cfLP 2). Francis had no desire for his brethren to
make themselves ill! There is also the beautiful episode in which Francis had
to undergo cauterisation and he begged "Brother Fire" to temper his heat
and not hurt him too much (2Cel166).

There was a dualistic spirituality abroad in the Middle Ages-think
of the heresy of the Catari-which maintained that there are two
fundamental principles: the spirit and the flesh, and two Gods, a good one
who had created the spirit and an evil one, god of the material. For the
Cathari, flesh was evil. They developed a ceremony, considered like a

martyrdom, which they called the "endurance" in which someone would be
left to die of starvation, of hunger. It was somewhat similar to penance, to
detachment from oneself, but with the basic difference that for the Cathari,
detachment from oneself could mean taking oneself into a self-inflicted
death. For Francis this was never the case. In no way was he dualistic. On
the contrary, he gave thanla to God for everythingl €ven the devil (cf LP 92)
since the devil helped him on his way forwardl There were many Christian,
even orthodox currents, which-perhaps out of a bit of competition with the
Cathari-would introduce forms of penance and mortification which were
also self-damaging. They practiced a fasting every bit as severe or even more
so than the Cathari.
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In this matter the women took the lead. Above all this was because
physically, women,-as Thomas of Celano says in his Introduction to the
Legend of saint Clare, were held to be by nature biased towards sin. Therefore
they must be more punished, with a greater number of penances. Women
themselves thought this. Therefore, because women had to show they were
able to be as holy as men, to be as strong in holiness, they practised a

stronger penance.

In this account of the vine twigs on which she slept, Clare was in
perfecdy good faith when she resisted Francis because she was conyinced
that these mortifications were good for her health as well as for her
salvation, for her soul. Francis too had difficulties in explaining that penance
was not what Clare thought, for exteriorly, Francis was even more
penitential than she was, but he had no "cult of penance." We can also
attribute Clare's decision to wear a hair shirt to this same penitential
tenacity. Francis probably never knew that Clare had one, otherwise he
would have taken it away just as the sisters did when the discovered it was
making her ill (cf Proc 2, 7). We note that the sisters conducted themselves
in this matter exacdy as Francis had by intervening whenever Clare's health
was at risk.

The third episode was that of food. Clare not only fasted twice a

week and daily in Lent, as was laid down in the Rule of Hugolino, but for
three days in the week she took no food at all. (cf Proc 1, 8). After a while
she fell ill and Francis got the bishop to intervene (cf LegCl 18). Without
doubt, if he involved the bishop, it was because he had failed to influence
Clare in any other way. Episcopal interventions were not to be ignored! So
Clare was persuaded to commit herself to eat-only one and a half ounces of
bread-and that only by the intervention of Francis and the bishop. This is
part of the same spiritual climate. Clare only understood about penance
litde by litde. In the Tltird Letter to Agnes of Prague, we see that Clare
conducted herselftowards Agnes exacdy as Francis had behaved towards her
@f 29-a1). This is a beautiful development, an example of spiritual growth!

In Clare's spiritual journey, freedom and obedience \trere
intertwined, the one with the other, enabling her to grow towards a fuller
knowledge of the will of God. So, the kind of freedom which Clare showed
towards Francis, she also demonstrated in confrontation with the Pope. We
see this in the Legend in two connections: the problem of poverty and the
problem of the link with the Friars Minor. On these two occasions, Clare
replied with a frankness which is rather astounding.
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And when the Pope replied: "If you fear for your vow, we absolve you from
it." "FIoly Fatler," she said, "I will never in any way wish to be absolved
from the following of Christ." (LegCl 14)

We are in the position in which the command, the suggestion of the
Pope, went against her soul and against her profession. Clare had no
problems of conscience in replying: Nol

Now this is lovely, in that it gives us an idea of an obedience which
does not need to seek permission for everything. To ask permission for
every little thing can look like obedience but in reality it masks a spirit which
is far from obedient. It is nothing but a parody of obedience, in the same
way that the search for humiliations is not humility but only masls the idea
of being greater; to allow oneself to be mortified by others is something else
altogether. Clare had understood the meaning of total obedience and, on the
other hand, of total responsibility. She always placed herself at the command
of another's will, that of Francis or the Pope etc. This is true obedience in
love. When obedience is as free as this, it teaches others how to become so
as well. True Franciscan obedience is that which Francis gave to Brother
Leo:

Brother Leo ... in whatever was it seems better to you to please the Lord
God and to follow his footprints and poverty, do it with the blessing of the
Lord God and my obedience. (EPLeo)

We do not exactly know what Brother Leo had asked of Francis,
but Francis had the notion that Brother Leo believed he knew how to please
the Lord and follow his footprints in poverty. Obedience is obedience to the
Spirit, within the heart. It is total obedience, it is voluntary and joyous.

So we have the abbess in this position ofservice, and the subjects in
the position of responsibility and both with this great &eedom and both, if
you like, with this great responsibility. This responsibility is very profound,
for freedom is not only at the end of the journey but also en rlate. "Ausntlta,
o fili, praecepta Magistri et inclina aurem cordis tui ... ut ad eurn per obedientiae

laboreru redeas" "Listen, O son, to the precepts of the Master and incline the
ears of your heart ... so that you may return to him through the work of
obedience"-thus begins the Prologue of the Rule of St. Benedict. It seems

paradoxical but the weariness of obedience is a school of freedom.

Francis left his brothers with total responsibility, total freedom. At a

certain point in his life, as we know, he made the choice for himself of
having no other task than that of writing the Rule, and this was under
control, guided. He had come to the renunciation of all power in the Order
(cf LegPer 76) thinking that his example alone would be more powerful than
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any role. FIe made no attempt to form a group a people who continue his
work. No, Francis was convinced that his only function in the Order was to
give an example; So he formed nobody directly, his method of formation
was to give an example-which ends up by being the most radical form of
formation because as long as he lived, he brothers could not avoid their lives
being confronted by his. This was not the renunciation of a formation
project, nor an attitude of rejection with regard to the Order, but a choice of
the most effective thing, belief t}at example has power even if it is not a

power which can be imposed on another.

At San Damiano, too, many things were left to personal
responsibility. We see this very clearly, for instance, in the matter of
punishment-on which Clare expends very few words. It is interesting that
the oldest Dominican Constitutions, from about the same time, go into
great detail about this matter, to the extent of defining, faults, grave faults,
very grave faults with corresponding punishments, grave punishments or
very grave punishments. It is an entirely different mentality, one which
thinks about every single circumstance and every possible failing. Clare, on
the contrary, deals in trust. The most obvious demonstration of this is that
most famous passage of the rule which asserts that after a sister has received
the habit, she shall not go out of the monastery except for a useful,
reasonable, obvious and approved motive. (RegCl II, 13) Clare was certainly
not inviting the sister to go wandering aroundl Rather she had this idea that
the abbess should have enough sense of responsibility to understand what
would constitute: a useful, reasonable, obvious and approved motive. In her
Rule, Clare tmsts. She is not going to impose things juridically when she

can presuppose that those who come to San Damiano want to live that form
of life. If you do not have an attitude of keeping people enclosed by means

of rules, then it is useless to write house rules such as that of Urban fV who
ended up specifiring that in the case of a fire, the sisters may go out. This
was because Gregory IX had, previously, not made provision for thisl By
saying: a useful, reasonable, obvious and approved motive, Clare shows a
different sense of trust and respect for the others.

After speaking of penance and of service-obedience, we now come
to the third aspect: mutual love. We might ask ourselves: what are the
instruments of change, the means by which we convert someone? There are

certainly some evangelical "weapons" fike, for example, our words, our
friendship and feelings; but in the end there is always the mystery of each

individual's freedom. We can take someone to do spiritual exercises, but
unless the sparks break upon their heart by which they consent to believe .. . .

Again, what can we do to convert someone else? I struggle to believe myself,
to convert myself, to wish well to everyone on all occasions. Before the
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mystery, v/e must be silent, and this is as true of the conversion as it is of the
small conversions of every day.

Look at Francis, in those two last years of silence he was like a

question mark at the heart of the Order. (cf 2Cel207) And we are obliged to
accept the provocation of the fact that he was silent. This is formation! All
this is also true for Clare. Certainly the word is important, but the supreme
importance belongs to mutaal loae, the living emotion, "the bond of
perfection." In Holy Scripture, remember, that it is charity which is the
bond of perfection. Now Clare has a particular taste for this living emotion,
for this sense of spiritual friendship. For instance, there is a version of the
Blessing of Ermintrude which says: Always be my friend, and the friend of
your own soul and (the friend) of all your sisters, and be solicitous to observe
that which you have promised God.

Here the discourse widens a little. In a certain sense, we find a

difference between Clare and Francis. We have already said that Francis had
a slightly different idea of penance from Clare and that for a while, Clare
had not understood much. But at a certain point, Clare seems to transcend
this idea of penance with the idea of a "wider body," as though she were no
longer speaking of the suffering of her own body (great though her suffering
was through so many years of illness). There is in Clare a capacity for
suffering with her sisters, of co-suffering, of having the concept of an
enlarged physical place, a wider body. Thus penance becomes not only
accepting all one's own suffering, but also being willing to bear the
sufferings ofothers.

It is true that Francis also had a great capacity to "feel" for others
and the tenderness of his speech is extraordinary, above all in the Rule: the
superior, respecting those subject to him, must conduct himself as a mother
(RegNb D(,11; RB VI,8; RegEr)! However he did not always live in
community, that is in continuous and direct human rapport. Francis's
awareness of the body of his brothers is, therefore, less intense than is
Clare's. The very fact of having lived together for so many years at San
Damiano makes the physicality of the sisters' rapport much more evident
and it creates a far more direct bond. And let us not forget a typically
feminine difference, something which is, in a sense, ineradicable. This is the
reason why any house of friars seems a bit more like a pub than a home,
because men are not adapted to living together, they do not know how to
do the normal things that make up a shared lifel I think that when Francis
uses feminine words, he also means all thisl For women it is different: the
physical means the ambience, the home, the place. A group of women living
together are able to make it into a home.
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This gives us a sense of the differences. If Francis, at the end of his
life, wanted to be an example and nothing more, for Clare it was not enough
simply for her to be an example, because of the parameters of community:
"The Lord has placed zs as model, example and mirror" she said in her
Testament (19). It is not she personally who gives the example, but the siTers

together who live in harmony at San Damiano. This is a profound difference,
which confirms that the idea of the wider body is more of Clare than of
Francis. Clare lived at San Damiano continually, she cleaned the loos of the
infirmary, kissed the feet of the sisters who went outside to serve (Proc I, 12)

and so on. It is the fact of being here in daily life which makes the
difference.

Clare's teaching about formation is more collective; it is the
community of San Damiano which bears witness, all together. Francis
showed an evangelical humanity, he accepted the high profile of being an
example as a service to the brothers and her did not hide himself. For
Clare-no. Right up to the end, she hid herself, hiding behind Francis and
hiding within San Damiano.'

The Pedagogy of miracles
This reflection on the 'extended body introduces us to a teaching

about nairacles. On the whole, we tend to think that Clare's miracles were all
made with the sing of the cross, but this is not true. The sign of the cross
was only the exception! Let us look, for instance, at the testimony during the
Canonisation Process of Sr. Balvina de messere Martino da Coccorano:

The witness added she herself when sick was very troubled one night by a

serious pain in her thigh. She began to suffer and complain. the Lady asked

her what was the matter. The witness told her about the pain. The mother
threw herselfdirecdy on the place ofthe pain, then placed the veil she had

on her head over it and immediately the pain completely left her. (Proc 7,

t2)

This seems to me an extraordinary and beautiful miracle! It is

important to notice that in the ofEcial biography, the Legenda, Thomas of
Celano does not give us this, considering it scandalous that an abbess should

'On the {igure of Clare which, at a certain moment, vanished from the
collective memory of the Order (as is testified by her absence from 2 Celano), on her
rapport with the fist Franciscan generation, on the way she was a living memorial of
the extraordinary meeting of Francis with the Crucified, cf Marco Bartoli: "Clare,
witness to Francis. The figure of Clare within the Franciscan movement after the
death of Francis," in Forma SororumWIII (1996) 82-99
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throw herself full length on a sister and even take off her veil in order to
warm the afflicted part. The sister who recounted it at the Canonization
Process did not consider it scandalous. It is lovely to think of Clare at night,
in the cold of San Damiano: Sr. Balvina was suffering very much from pain
in her hip (probably arthritis or rheumatism, and she was saylng sol Clare
did the only thing that can be done, humanly speaking, for someone
suffering from arthritis: she tried to warm the affected part. They had no
fire, because it could have happened that at night they did not light a fire at
San Damiano, and so she could not heat anything. So all that could be done
to warm the affected part and attempt to alleviate the pain, would be to
warm it with your own body. There was then the problem of keeping warm
what had been made warn, for there were no exra blankets at San
Damiano, and so Clare took offher veil, which was very long, and gave it to
Sr. Balvina to keep warm what had been made warm. It is the simplest of
gestures, the most human, and beautiful! With a great sense of freedom,
Clare did everything that was humanly possible. Love takes priority. If, in
order to take away a sister's pain one must remove the veil, then the veil will
be removed! I see here a gteat sense of freedom, and also no sign of any fear
of touching the body. She was not afraid of the physical in a relationship.
And the sister who recounted this at the Process, understood very well this
great freedom of Clare's as well as her great affection.

Clare constandy pursued this concrete affection, which posed her
the challenge of doing all that could, humanly-speaking, be done for the
good of her sisters. The Legenda only tells about the miracles done through
the sign ofthe cross, but let us not forget that in reality the sign ofthe cross
was the last resort not the first. Clare looked to the sign of the cross, for
instance, in the case of the small children who were brought to the
monastery and whom she saw only once (Proc 2, 18). There where Clare
could not, out of humanity, do nothing, she confided the healing to prayer,
to the Lord. But prayer is no substitute for love. We are not calling upon a

"bottled-up" God, as if God had no wish to have anything to do with us. On
the contrary, we only call on God to intervene after we have done all that
can possibly, humanly, be done, or at least when we have tried everything
possible, but we do not call upon God as on an alternative. The miracle is
the fulfilment of love, of a personal solicitude. It is not simply an
alternative-that would make it into magic.

We also remember the episode when Sr. Cecilia was ill. She had a

throat infection and Clare gave her a flat cake, even though it was Friday
(Proc 4, 9). She, Cecilia, took it , but with great shame because the Mother
had told her to and she ate it and was healed. Where is the miracle? In the
fact that Clare realised the sister could not swallow and was weak as a result
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and needed food. Health is more important than fasting. It was the freedom
of Clare and her thoughtfulness which made the miracle, although this does

not exclude it from also being a true miracle.

Into any consideration of pedagogy must also come that of
correction, which Clare calls adrnonitio, admonition. Exhortation is that
which pertains to everybody generally, admonition is more specific and
refers to a particular case which is known about.

If any sister, at the instigation of the €rr€rr{r has sinned mortally against the
form of our profession, and if after having been admonished two or tlrree
times by the Abbess or other sisters, she does not amend, let her eat bread
and water on the floor before all the sisters in the refectory for as many
days as she shall have been obstinate. If it seems advisable to the Abbess, let
her be subjected to even greater punishment, Meanwhile, as long as she

remains obstinate, let them pray that the Lord will enlighten her heart to
do penance. The Abbess and her sisters, however, must beware not to
become angry or disturbed on account of anyone's sin, for anger and
disturbance prevent charity in oneself and in others. (RegCl 9.1-6)

Clare is not avoiding, nor renouncing the task of correction. Her
dispositions are those which we find n the Rule of Francis-for instance the
two mentions about not being angry and about having no personal

resentrnent.

It would seem that during the Process, those charged with the
investigation were very insistent about knowing how Clare corrected the
sisters, and the sisters often spoke about the Mother's correction. For
example, Sr. Agnes de messer Oportulo de Bernardo de fusisi:

She also said if Lady Clare ever saw any of the sisters suffering some

temptation or trial, she called her secredy and consoled her with tears, and

sometimes threw herself at her feet. (Proc 10.5)

Clare would intervene in secret so as not to embarrass the sister.

The object was not the humiliation of another, no to catch her out in error
in the sense of creating and embarrassing situation. Even with regard to the
admonition, we come back to the problem of miracles. One of the most
famous miracles-told in the Legenda as well but in a very strange way-is
that of Sr. Andrea who had scrofula. (Proc 3.16)

The author of the Legenda pttts this miracle right at the end of his

account of Clare's life (cf LegCl 59), in the awareness that we are,

substantially, confronted here with a suicide attempt, with something serious
and weighty, in an extremely difficult situation. But what strikes us is Clare's
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attitude. It is night-time. Clare is in the dormitory with the sisters, but Clare
herself is not asleep. We must probably imagine how Clare, during the
previous evening, had perceived that this sister was psychologically ill, that
she was suffering. Then we can imagine Clare, herself ill and unable to
move, being wakeful in prayer for the sister. When I speak of the "extended
body" it is precisely this that I mean, this capacity to feel the pain of another,
even without seeing them. When we have that sort of solicitude, things
begin to happen ....

But what pleases me most in this account, and in tlis miracle, is
precisely the fact that it is not presented as a miracle. Once again, Clare does
not make the sign of the cross but tells a sister to warm an egg. This was
probably the only thing that Sr. Andrea could manage to take, given that she
had constricted her throat. Clare thought of the thing that would be best for
her. In a certain sense, there is nothing miraculous about that. The truly
miraculous thing is that Clare had such a great love for her sister that she
stayed awake praying for her. It is tlis, in the end, which is dre true miracle.
It was Clare's love which worked miracles, so much so that Sr. Andrea
finally confessed her fault. fu with Sr. Balvina, what made her forget her
suffering was the love of an abbess who abandoned her proper dignity as an
abbess in order to warm Balvina's sick limbs. And indeed it is an
immediately effective analgesic, to feel oneself wished such good. In the
same way, I think that a sister who was desperate, who did not know how to
resist her suffering, and who saw the Mother, in spite of being ill herself, so
attentive, so thoughtful for her, praylng for her in the night, sending a sister
to her, having an egg warmed ... such a sister would rein herself in and
become ashamed of her desperation, for desperation too is a sin.

The pedagogy of miracles; but the miracles are nearly all "home-
made," ad hoc, made with an egg, with a veil. The sign of the cross is only
made for some. Beneath them all we hear, deep down, of Clare's capacity
for the most delicate of corrections. For example, in one of the most famous
of all Clare's miracles-that of the oil-which we will read in the version
given in the first witness at the Process, Sr. Pacifica de Guelfuccio:

This witness also said that the life of blessed Clare was filled with miracles.
She learned once, when there was no oil in the monastery the blessed
mot-her called a certain brother of the Friars Minor, Brother Bentevenga,
who used to beg alms for them. she told him to go seeking oil. He replied
that they should prepare the jar for him. Then Lady Clare took a cerrair
jar, washed it with her own hands and placed it on a certain wall near the
entrance of the house. There the brother would take it.
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The jar remained there for about an hour. Then that brother, Bentevenga,
went for it and found it filled with oil. After searching diligendy, he did not
find who had placed it there.

Asked how she knew this, she replied since she was in the house she saw
when the lady had taken out the empty jar and she had brought it back
filled, She said she did not know who had filled it or how it had been filled.
Brother Bentevenga said the same. (Proc l, 15)

We are not dealing here with just oil in general. At San Damiano,
oil was used for lighting. The very first time Francis went begging had been
to get oil for the Crucifix at San Damiano (cf L3S, VI.l, 24\ and at San
Damiano there was a particular devotion to the Crucifix and to the oil of the
lamp which burned before it. It was an important matter. There are
questions here to be asked: what did Brother Bentevenga think about the
lamp-did he not realise that the oil was finished? Clare realized it and it
was she who called him. And what did that brother do? He did as all
brothers do-as all of us do when we do not wish to obey: "Yes I'll do it in a

minute; when I have time; when I'm ready." It is one way of saying No.
Obedience is either immediate or it is not obedience. The brother had not
realised that Clare was saying something important to him. Clare put the jar
out and the jar filled itself! I can imagine Clare telling this episode to the
other sisters and saying: "Brother Bentevenga did not think of us, but the
Lord did." In what way the Lord thought of us-whether he sent someone
to fill the jar, whether it was a passer-by, the Lord saw that it was empty and
thought of us-how, does not matterl

The extraordinary miracle is that in which other people do not
think of us but God does. But this miracle is also a reproof.If you like, it is
the same reproof as that given when Francis preached to the birds (cf
Biography of Ruggero of Wendover and Matthew Paris 7-8). If we read the
first version of the storyr it is very clear ttrat Francis was preaching but that
the people did not want to hear. So he left them and then found himself in
the midst of a flock of birds which did not fly off. And Francis, sensitively,
reproached the inhabitants of the city by accusing himself of wasting time
preaching to people when there were these poor creatures of God standing
by to hear more! It is clear who was being reproached and by whom, so to
speak, he really wanted to be understood, and that the birds were better than
the people!

This incident with Clare is also a most sensitive reproach:
"Bentivenga, don't wofffr if you don't want to do it, if you would do it with
ill will, if you must do it later ... do not do it at all, the Lord thinks of us
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even down to oil for the lamp!" I do not know whether Brother Bentivenga
understood but the sisters certainly did.

A similar example is the famous miracle of the bread:

She also said that one day when the sisters had only a half loaf of bread, rhe
other half had been sent to the brorhers who were staying outside, the Lady
directed the witness to make fifty slices out of the half loaf of bread, and to
bring them to the sisters who had already gone to table. The witness then
said to Lady Clare: "The Lord's miracle of the five loaves and two fishes
would be needed to make fifty slices out of that!" But the Lady told her:
"Go and do as I have told you." And so the Lord multiplied that bread in
such a way that she made fifty large and good slices as Saint Clare had
directed her. (Proc 6, 6)

The first consideration on this passage concerns the way Clare
made the division. There is only one loaf and half goes to four brothers and
half to fifiy sisters. But what strikes me is how the sister then allows herself
to respond to Clare. Here too we are not dealing with a miracle in the usual
sense. The true miracle is that fifty sisters were able to live in conditions if
such want, eating only what turned up, day after diy living on alms. If there
were something to eat, then they ate; if not, they were equally content. The
true miracle is how, under such humanly difficult conditions, there was not a
revolt, how they remained in harmony with each other. The true miracle is
the concord of the community around Clare. "Go and do as I have told
you." is one of the sharpest comments we have from Clare. Here too, the
matter is one of obedience. It is obedience which makes the miracle, not
love alone. We recall in the life of St Benedict, rhat famous occasion told by
St Gregory the Great in the Second Book of the Dialogues, about Maurus
the disciple who was a litde older than Benedict, and Placido who was a litde
younger. Standing by the lake at Subiaco, Placido fell in and the man of
God, who was in his cell, was immediately aware of the fact. "Go and pull
him out" he said to his disciple. And Maurus, after receiving his blessing, did
not hesitate. Leaving the monastery he began to run without noticing that
the land had ended and the water had begun, and he continued to run ....
Finally, running over the water, he drew near to Placido and pulled him out.
FIe carried him back and only when he was on dry land again did he realised
that he had run on the water and pulled Placido out of it. Astounded by this
extraordinary miracle, he turned to Benedict who did not attribute it to his
own merits but to the obedience of his disciple-because: obedience causes
miracles.
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One of the most famous miracles of Clare is that of the cat,
although it is not often told since it is one of the miracles that Thomas of
Celano did not choose to include in his biography of Clare:

The witness also said one time Lady Clare was not able to get out of bed
because of her illness. When she wanted a certain towel to be brought to
her and there was no-one to do so, a litde cat in the monastery began to
pull and drag that towel to bring it to her as best it could. Then the Lady
said to the cat: You wicked thing! You do not know how to bring it. Why
are you dragging it along the ground? Then the cat, as if it had hears that
remark, began to roll the towel so that it did not touch the ground. Asked
how she knew these things, she replied Lady Clare herselftold her. (Proc 9,
8)

We could make a thousand conjectures as to why this miracle was
not included in the Legend, but what is more interesting is that Clare
herself related it to Sr. Francesaca de messer Capitaneo da Col de Mezzo,
the witness. We must imagine Clare, the Mother, sick in bed and wanting a

little towel so she could wash, an everyday action. Yet nobody heard her
voice! A fine thing in a monastery if nobody hears the voice of the Mother,
who is sick and only wants to be able to wash. Who heard her? The cat! And
dris cat begins to take the towel to her, dragging it on the ground, and when
Clare says: you wicked one! it tries to roll it up.

Is there perhaps a reproof, a most delicate reproof, in this, pefhaps
to Sr. Francesca who more than the cat should have been the one to hear the
voice of the Mother. It is a splendid reproof, because the main difficulty
with reproofs is that is that they can trigger resentments. Since it was Clare
who was the victim of her sister's mistake, any reproach could sound like
throwing something back in the other's face and as if it arose out of personal
resentment. Put like this, however,.not as a cause but for amusement, it is
clear that the reproof is for the sister's good. Because she was wholly free
from resentment, Clare felt a responsibility to explain to her sister that it is a
good idea to stay within earshot of a sick sister. The purpose of the reproach
was then building up of the other, not the affirmation of an abstract rule or,
even worse, the retailing of a forgotten instruction. It is Sr. Francesca who
records Clare's words for us which made her understand that she must be
more faithful than the cat. It is she who gives this testimony at the Process as

one of the more important things the Mother had said to her. We see here
the pedagogy of the miracle!

And now we come to the last miracle, the most famous of all:
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The Lady Clare also related how on the most recent night of the Lord's
Nativity because of her serious illness she could not getup from her bed to
go to ttre chapel. All the sisters went as usual to Matins and left her alone.
The Lady then said with a sigh: "Lord God, look, I have been left here
alone with you."

She immediately began to hear the organ, responsories, and the
entire ofEce of the brothers in the Church of Saint Francis, as if she were
present there. (Proc 3, 30)

Without going into the way this is changed in the Legend, this
testimony presents us with 

^ 
very sensitive situation. We are at the last

Christmas night of Clare's life. Clare is ill, suffering gready. We know that
Christmas was a special feast at San Damiano, special for Francis and special
for Clare. On this important feast the sisters had, at night, left the Mother
alone. Certainly, it was Matins, but charity should have the primacy always.
All through her life, for forty-two years, Clare had been teaching them what
charity is, and was this the result? It is a litde disappointing, leaving a bitter
taste in the mouth.

Clare herself tells this episode to the sisters, but what exacdy does
she tell them? That she had been abandoned? Nol She relates that she had
followed the OfEce, not that of the sisters downstairs in the church of San
Damiano but that of the brothers at San Francesco, along with t}re organ
and the responsories. That is the reproof, a most beautiful one. Clare tells
them that it had not been good to leave the Mother alone and ill, and to go
to choir for Matins, but she says it as her prayer when she has turned to
God. "O Lord God, here I am left alone with you in this place." Ahne with
yoa-Clare was not alone, God was with her! It was not a personal reproach
because no harm had been done her. what saddened her was the lack oflove,
of sensitivity in her sisters that they had gone at all. That is the reproach, the
admonitio, the final pedagogy of Clare. Her reproof is in speaking about
God, it is in remembering the merry of God and in encouraging others to
imitate this. Those who want to understand will do so, those who have
chosen to change; the rest will see only the "extraordinary" and not see the
real miracle.

It is important to underline how even in this last case, Clare does
not impose. She could have asked a sister to stay with her, she was the
abbess. Yet no: she will not impose herself because she does not want to
force anyone, even to do good! This is an attitude filled with respect: Clare
does not renounce denouncing wrong. She does not say everything is all
right. She admonishes, she encourages and these are a reality in the sight of
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her sisters. Yet she does not impose the good. There is a very rare and
precious balance here. (lCor 13.5)


